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1.0 Program Goals
Discrete Element Models (DEM) consist of particles constrained by boundaries.
These boundaries have previously been represented by analytical surfaces. These surfaces
are difficult to set up, and typically restrain the model to highly simplified boundary
geometry. The purpose of this project is to use computer-aided design (CAD) models to
represent complex DEM boundaries. This is achieved by discretizing the CAD surfaces
into triangular patches, then using the simplified triangular geometry to constrain the
granules. By providing this input, the DEM model can be set up much faster, allowing the
user to iterate multiple designs in days rather than weeks or months.

2.0 Methods
CAD data is first saved in WaveFront OBJ format (*.obj). This is also known as 3D
Paint format. Pro/ENGINEER can export to this format, although only solid geometry. The
format takes discretization parameters for chord height and angle control, which define the
coarseness of the mesh. For speed, the mesh should be kept as coarse as possible while
maintaining fidelity to the original geometry. Figure 1 below shows two different levels of
mesh discretization as well as exact geometry. In this case, the coarse model would be
about five times faster than the fine mesh.
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1872 Triangles

Exact

Figure 1. Coarse, fine and exact geometry
2.1 Vertex Edge Face Model (VEF)
A mesh is represented by vertex, edge and face elements. These are all Barriers. A
system of these basic Barriers is called a Boundary. Each Barrier within a Boundary is
checked against an impinging sphere for collision. Edges and faces are associative to vertex
data; when vertex data is transformed, edges and faces are updated associatively.
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2.2 Barrier Details
Class Barrier is a virtual class designed as a common type for vertices, edges and faces. It
provides the following members to them:
class Barrier {
public:
BAR_TYPE type;
double K;
long ID;
virtual Vector checkCollision(Sphere *s)=0;
virtual bool equals(Barrier *)=0;
virtual void makeSystem()=0;
};
It also defines a barrier type variable to distinguish between the three types:
enum BAR_TYPE {
VERTEX,
EDGE,
FACE
};
Inheriting class Barrier requires that the child define checkCollision(Sphere *),
equals(Barrier *) and makeSystem(). checkCollision(Sphere *) allows a common loop for
calling collision checks from class Boundary, which maintains a list of Vertex, Edge and
Face elements as Barrier pointers. equals(Barrier *) is a check to make sure that the Barrier
hasn’t already been added to a Boundary system. makeSystem() is called after Vertex data
has been transformed (translated or rotated) to update the local coordinate systems of
associated edges and faces. makeSystem() defined by a vertex has no meaning and is not
used. A constant stiffness K is also provided.

2.3 Vertex Details
Vertices are points in space. Class Vertex has the following members:
class Vertex : public Barrier {
public:
Vertex(Vector);
Vector pos;
Vector checkCollision(Sphere *s);
bool equals(Barrier *bar);
void makeSystem();
};
The only addition in class Vertex to class Barrier is the position vector pos.
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2.4 Edge Details
Edges are line segments between two vertices. A local coordinate system is set up
with the z-axis along the line segment, starting at vertex 1 (v1). The x and y axis are normal
to the line segment. To detect collisions, a sphere is first transformed into the local
coordinate system. The sphere is then checked against the z-axis against the length of the
line segment. If this check returns true, distance from the edge on the local x-y plane
(normal) is compared to the radius of the particle. This is all done in checkCollision.
class Edge : public Barrier {
public:
double len;
Vertex *v1, *v2;
CoSys local;
Quaternion q;
Quaternion qinv;
Edge();
Edge(Vertex*, Vertex*);
Vector checkCollision(Sphere *s);
bool equals(Barrier *bar);
void makeSystem();
};
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Figure 2. Edge contact details
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2.5 Face Details
Face objects are the most complex of the three Barrier types. To define collision with a
face, both a local Cartesian and local area coordinate system are used. The local Cartesian
system is used to check normal distance from the face against the sphere radius. The local
area coordinate system is used to define the normally projected bounds of the triangle. This
is done by checking that all of L1, L2 and L3 are greater than zero for the position of the
sphere in local coordinates. See Applied Finite Element Analysis (Segerlind) for details.
class Face : public Barrier {
public:
Face(Vertex *V1, Vertex *V2, Vertex *V3);
Vector checkCollision(Sphere *s);
void makeSystem();
Vertex *v1, *v2, *v3;
CoSys local;
AreaCoSys areaLocal;
Quaternion q;
Quaternion qinv;
bool equals(Barrier *f);
};
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Figure 3. Face local coordinate systems detail
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2.6 Boundary Details
Class Boundary reads a .obj file and parses it into a system of Vertex, Edge and Face
Barriers. This system is represented by an array of Barrier pointers (Vertices, Edges and
Faces are all Barrier elements). Methods are provided to pass a system of spheres or a
single sphere to check against the Barrier array. First vertices are checked, edges then
faces. A Collisions object is returned, which is a list of class Collision instances
representing all collisions detected by the Boundary. See section 2.7 below for details on
Collision objects.
class Boundary{
public:
Boundary();
Boundary(const char *OBJFileName);
~Boundary();
bool readMesh(char *f);
Collisions checkCols(Spheres *sphs);
Collisions checkCols(Sphere *sph);
bool addBar(Barrier *newBar);
bool exist(Barrier *checkMe);
void translate(Vector transVec);
void rotate(Vector point, Vector dir, double angle);
void rotate(double dT);
Vector getCG();
bool withinBounds(Vector point);
long numBars;
long maxBars;
Barrier **bars;
char fileName[255];
Vector x;
Vector v;
Quaternion q;
Quaternion rotater;
Vector w;
Vector axisPoint;
Vector minBound;
Vector maxBound;
long spheresWithinBounds;
int ID;
private:
Vector CG;
void computeCG();
void computeBounds();
void augmentArray();
WavefrontOBJParser OBJParser;
};
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A Boundary can be transformed by calling translate(Vector) or rotate(2 forms). This
provides the user with the ability to animate meshes in a simulation. To use the form of
rotate that only takes a timestep dT, the angular velocity vector (w) should be defined, as
well as the axisPoint vector, which defines the axis offset from the global origin.
Cartesian bounds are stored in vectors min/maxBound. Using these bounds as a first-order
collision check greatly improves speed. In the case where many meshes are used (e.g.
turbine blades), this simple bounding box check can be a very effective accelerator.
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Figure 4. Three Boundary objects interacting with 1000 spheres (PVis)
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2.7 Collision Details
A Collision represents the penetration of a Sphere into a Barrier element (Vertex, Edge or
Face). When a Boundary is asked to detect collisions with a sphere or system of spheres,
Collision objects are collected into a container class called Collisions and returned. Each
collision object contains pointers to the collided Sphere and Barrier, as well as a
penetration vector in the global frame of reference.
class Collision {
public:
Collision();
Collision(Sphere *, Barrier *, Vector);
BAR_TYPE getType();
bool refresh();
Barrier *bar;
Sphere *sph;
Vector pen;
};
There is currently an issue with memory management where when running for extended
periods a memory leak develops. This may be due to my OS/Compiler (WinXP/DJGPP).
The memory is reclaimed if PVis is opened during a run. Nominal memory load should be
around 5MB, depending on mesh size. If this problem is found on other systems, I would
suggest looking at class Collisions, especially at destructor memory reclamation.
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2.8 Computational Flow
Program structure and code flow is diagramed below in Figure 4. The simulation is first set
up with particles and boundaries, then iterated as long as desired. As a benchmark, the
simulation can run at 3.6 seconds/frame with 5348 unique Barrier elements and 1000
spheres on an 800MHz Pentium 3 under Windows XP. See file test6.cpp for a typical
main() procedure of the project.
Main
Setup
Create Boundary objects
Initialize particles
Define Boundary movements

Iterations
Detect collisions

Pass spheres to
Boundary,
Write out state
Integrate position of particles

Return collisions from
Boundary

Apply forces to particles

Pass spheres to
time integrator

Integrate/move position of meshes
Figure 5. General code flow map

2.9 Time Saving Features
The Boundary class is set up to take only a filename. The user creates an instance of class
Boundary and can then transform it to an initial position using transform and rotate
methods.
The program automatically generates a descriptive XML file of the meshes and
particles for visualization at the beginning of iteration. This way, the data can be visualized
as the program iterates.
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3.0 Applications
The intended customer is the pharmaceutical industry. This program should represent a
significant time reduction benefit in the setup of flow, mixing and coating simulations,
while at the same time providing a more flexible interface between CAD design tools and
DEM simulations. In addition, there may be only one other commercial DEM package that
can handle CAD interface (DEM Solutions).

4.0 Future Expansions
Currently the methods only deal with spherical particles. Many pharmaceutical pills are not
spherical. Adding non-spherical contact detection would increase the value of the code.
The collision-force application model developed is elementary, and does not
include frictive relative tangential motion. Only normal penetration is returned. Also, no
time history of collisions is kept, which some collision models require.
First-pass collision detection optimization is limited to cartesian bounding box
currently, which is very fast, but does not deliver the benefit that an optimized bounding
box could. One could define a bounding box with a local coordinate system (origin vector
+ quaternion) and three length variables (in a vector) representing a rotated minimumvolume box around the object. It could be rotated/translated with the mesh, so it would
only be computed once at startup, then transformed with its mesh.
It would be possible to create an arbitrary penetrable Boundary (mesh) that could
act as a flow rate meter. This could be useful for measuring localized flow rates as well as
ducted flow rates. The general approach would be to have a nonzero stiffness and keep
track of what pills are touching it in a rolling average time series. Another counting method
could involve velocities upon contact and some averaged density. One current limitation is
that Pro/ENGINEER only seems to be able to mesh surfaces of solids, but not surfaces
alone. This class could inherit class Boundary, implementing some counting methods and
overriding checkCollisions(Spheres *).
Meshes could be deformed (stretched, twisted), but no internal algorithms are
available to do that. The mesh data is public, so can be modified in a custom fashion
external to class Boundary.
Meshes could also be broken, but again no internal methods are provided.
Removing a face would be fairly simple, just collapse the Barrier array in Boundary on it.
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Same for an edge, but for vertices you would have to be sure that no remaining edges or
faces reference it. Also, care should be taken in the indexing of the Barrier array, because
there are multiple Barrier types stacked in order: vertices first, edges then faces.
Finite Element Analysis could be coupled with this program, with boundary
conditions given by a list of collisions. A collision would have to contain a collision point
as well as penetration vector in that case, to know where to distribute the loads.

5.0 Summary
A functional program has been written to simulate spheres colliding with triangular
meshes. Multiple meshes are read in and converted into a list of Vertex, Edge and Face
elements. It has basic collision detection with the ability to apply more complex models in
the future. There are many possibilities for functional expansion such as non-spherical
particles and flow meters.
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